PRODUCT DATA SHEET

OIL-DRI SWEEPING COMPOUND
Issue: Cleaning up dusty work environments can be a safety hazard as dust and

debris become airborne and respirable (breathable) while sweeping. In addition,
airborne dust and debris will re-settle elsewhere on the floor causing a need to be
swept up again.

Solution: A plan should be developed with products readily available to gather
dust and debris while sweeping your floors .

Description: Sweeping compound is a moist product that is pushed in front
of a broom, trapping dust and dirt within the compound and preventing dust from
becoming airborne and resettling. The very purpose of sweeping compound is to
reduce and control breathable airborne dust while sweeping in the workplace.

Formulation: Oil-Dri® sweeping

compound is available in four unique
formulas designed for specific industry
needs and applications. Each formula
is available with red or green nontoxic dye.

Unused material is suitable for disposal in sanitary landfill. Disposal procedures for used material are based on nature of fluid absorbed.
Please comply with all local, state and federal environmental regulations when disposing of this product.
Oil-Dri is a leader in developing, manufacturing and marketing sorbent products and has been making work environments cleaner and safer for nearly 70 years. With such a rich history,
the Oil-Dri brand is trusted and recognized coast-to-coast. Our offerings include top quality granular absorbents as well as a complete line of synthetic absorbents such as polypropylene
pads, socks, rolls, pillows, booms and emergency response spill kits. The versatility of our product line allows us to provide sorbent solutions for all of your maintenance and safety needs.

Order Your Oil-Dri Sweeping Compound Today!
Mighty Sweep (sanded, oil base)

Our most popular sweeping compound contains sand as an abrasive to loosen grime and
dirt that may be stuck on work floors. Mighty Sweep is ideal for unfinished wood and concrete
floors. It is mainly used in the construction industry, warehouses, boat yards, factories, garages
and anywhere heavy-duty cleaning is a must.
Description

Green Item #

Red Item # Pallet Qty

Sanded, 50 lb. box

L91050MG

L91050MR

48

Sanded, 100 lb. box

L91100MG

L91100MR

24

Sanded, 300 lb. drum

L91300MG

L91300MR

4

Ready Sweep (non-sanded, oil base)

Ready when you are, this non-abrasive sweeping compound is safe to use on any floor.
Perfect for collecting dirt and dust on all types of wood, tile, terrazzo, and finished concrete
floors without scratching. Ready Sweep is ideal for use in stores, warehouses, institutions,
churches, restaurants, factories, schools and homes.
Description

Green Item #

Red Item #

Pallet Qty

Non-Sanded, 25 lb. box

L90125RG

L91025RR

48

Non-Sanded, 50 lb. box

L91050RG

L91050RR

24

Non-Sanded, 100 lb. drum

L91100RG

L91100RR

8

Non-Sanded, 150 lb. drum

L91150RG

L91150RR

4

Ultra Sweep (non-sanded, wax base)

Non sanded, wax base sweeping compound conditions as it cleans. Use Ultra Sweep for painted
and varnished floors, tile, terrazzo, wood, concrete and waxed floors. Great for keeping finished
floors looking their best. Ideal for use by schools, churches, museums, gyms and all fine floors.
Description

Green Item #

Red Item #

Pallet Qty

Wax base, 25 lb. box

L90125UG

L91025UR

48

Wax base, 50 lb. box

L91050UG

L91050UR

24

Wax base, 100 lb. drum

L91100UG

L91100UR

8

Wax base, 150 lb. drum

L91150UG

L91150UR

4

Eco Sweep (recycled, non-petroleum)

The first 100% USDA certified sweeping compound available! Eco Sweep is made from recycled
content and contains no petroleum ingredients, making it perfect for the environmentally
conscious. Eco Sweep is available sanded or non-sanded, safe for all floors and performs as
well as traditional petroleum oil base sweeping compounds. All Eco Sweep is green in color.
Description

Non-Sand Item #

Sand Item #

Pallet Qty

Eco, 25 lb. box

L90125EN

L91025ES

48

Eco, 50 lb. box

L91050EN

L91050ES

24

Eco, 100 lb. drum

L91100EN

L91100ES

8

Eco, 150 lb. drum

L91150EN

L91150ES

4
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